This year, 156 local students will attend college, thanks in part to more than $717,600 in scholarships from Community Foundation of the Lowcountry. Because of generous donors who champion education, we’ve awarded $7.8 million in scholarships to more than 1,000 deserving students in the past 25 years.

You’ll find this year’s recipients at 68 different colleges and universities across the country, majoring in engineering, music, business, biology and many other areas of study.

Congratulations to all our scholarship recipients. We wish you success in college and beyond!

**FIRST TIME RECIPIENTS**

**Ellie and Michael Agresta Scholarship**  
Kaley McGuire - HHIHS - University of South Carolina  
Lauryn Qualls - HHCA - Clemson University  
Tania Ramirez - HHIHS - USCB  
Olivia Waters - HHIHS - University of South Carolina

**Amazing Grace Sulak Scholarship**  
Anastasiya Antsyferova - Bluffton HS - Pending  
Kailee Bly - Bluffton HS - College of Charleston  
Kelsey Brandt - Bluffton HS - Charleston Southern University  
Mary Kaelin - MRHS - Clemson University  
Sarah Katon - MRHS - University of South Carolina  
Emma Peluso - MRHS - Georgia Southern University  
Olivia Peluso - MRHS - College of Charleston  
Rachael Richardson - Bluffton HS - Charleston Southern University  
William Riddle - Bluffton HS - Charleston Southern University  
Olivia Turpin - MRHS - Pending  
Zachary Tuttle - HHIHS - Tri-County Technical College  
Jordan Wilhelm - Bluffton HS - Lafayette College

**Beaufort County Law Enforcement Educational Scholarship**  
Lindsey Olds - MRHS - University of South Carolina
Fred and Susan Breidenbach Scholarship
Katlyn Davis - SEHS - University of Georgia
Ma Princess Empel - Savannah Arts Academy - Georgia Tech
William Hancock - SCPS - Georgia Tech
Udai Teja Mallepoola - Herschel V. Jenkins - Georgia Tech
Riley Murphy - RHHS - Georgia Southern University

Sarah Creech Performing Arts Scholarship
Julia Herrin - Homeschool - Auburn University
Chloe Wells - HHIHS - Manhattan Marymount College

Cypress Scholarship Program
Kashief Hamilton - Bluffton HS - USCB
Amy Hughey - Bluffton HS - Winthrop University
Faith Sulak - MRHS - Furman University

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. Hilton Head Island-Bluffton Chapter Scholarship Fund
Jaala Grant - HHIHS - University of South Carolina
Chynna Sneed - MRHS - University of South Carolina

Dominique’s Musician Corner Scholarship
Chloe Wells - HHIHS - Manhattan Marymount College
Richard H. and Ann M. Gerken Scholarship
Kaley McGuire - HHIHS - University of South Carolina
Lauryn Qualls - HHCA - Clemson University
Ryan Sodemann - HHIHS - Northeastern University

Gulfstream Aerospace West Michigan Aviation Academy Scholarship
Karlie Platz - WMAA - Hope College

Gulfstream Aerospace Youth Apprentice Scholarship
Riley Murphy - RHHS - Georgia Southern University

Gulfstream Goldie Glenn Scholarship
Nicholas Bradley - The Habersham School - Mercer University
Katlyn Davis - SEHS - University of Georgia
Niki Farizy - HHIHS - Christian Brothers University
Ethan Jacoby-Henrickson - Kimberly HS - Georgia Tech
Sarah Katon - MRHS - University of South Carolina
JeAnais Mitchell - Homeschool - Clemson University
Riley O’Connell - Hortonville HS - University of Wisconsin - Platteville
Xavier Rodriguez - RHHS - Carnegie Mellon University
Desirae Sievers - St. Vincent’s Academy - Georgia Tech
Linnea Waurio - Fox Valley Lutheran HS - Michigan Technological University

Jeff Katon Scholarship
JeAnais Mitchell - Homeschool - Clemson University
James L. Krum Memorial Scholarship
Owen Andrews - MRHS - Clemson University
Kierstin Clark - HHP - Cleveland State University
Michael Claudio - Bluffton HS - Clemson University
Emma Dewey - MRHS - University of Tennessee Knoxville
Madison Frank - HHP - Charleston Southern University
Anthon Funderburk - MRHS - University of Arizona
Ethan Helms - Bluffton HS - Champlain College
Julia Herrin - Homeschool - Auburn University
Caitlyn Owen - HHIHS - Clemson University
Joseph Reindl - HHCA - Miami University
Jordan Wilhelm - Bluffton HS - Lafayette College
Lucrecia C. Lester Memorial Scholarship
Gajmere McLemore - Whale Branch Early College HS - Clemson University
Jania Smalls - Wade Hampton HS - Clemson University
Mina Larson and Mandas S. Mulrain Scholarship
Caitlyn Owen - HHIHS - Clemson University

Oak Advisors Scholarship of Excellence
Brandon Hadley - HHIHS - Tri-County Technical College
Shav’ae Johnson - HHIHS - SCAD
Jack McGoldrick - HHIHS - University of South Carolina

Okatie Rotary Club Scholarship Fund
Ava Sarai Juliano - MRHS - College of Charleston
Fatima Alarcon Lozano - MRHS - USCB
MacKenzie Miller - MRHS - Georgia Southern University
Rebekah Ossenfort - MRHS - Winthrop University

TidePointe Community Education Scholarship
Shav’ae Johnson - HHIHS - SCAD
Kasey Meredith - HHIHS - Drexel University
Genesis Tyson - TidePointe - TCL

Joan and Wade Webster Scholarship Program
Anthon Funderburk - MRHS - University of Arizona
Julia Herrin - Homeschool - Auburn University
Jack McGoldrick - HHIHS - University of South Carolina
Olivia Waters - HHIHS - University of South Carolina

RETURNING STUDENTS

Ellie and Michael Agresta Scholarship
Kalaylah Chisolm - Winthrop University
Jocelyn Konitzer - Lander University
Karah Kurtz - Clemson University
Olivia MacIsaac - Clemson University
Kelsey Wallace - Clemson University
Fred and Susan Breidenbach Scholarship
Eric Choi - USC
Genevieve Dowd - Boston University
Andrew Huynh - UCLA
Sher Isada - Baylor University
Benjamin Mayo - Georgia Tech
Lucas Morais-Henrique - Georgia Tech
Mason Murphy - Georgia Tech
Elizabeth Nist - Duke University
Makayla Nudo - Georgia State University
Faith Shupard - Clemson University
Marina Van Sickle - Mercer University
Daniel Vidal - Georgia Tech
Tu Vu - Georgia Tech

Cypress Scholarship Program
Tarita Allen - ECPI Nursing
Dominic Bostick - Georgia State University
Monica Brown - ECPI Nursing
Noah Flores - North Idaho University
Lilian Golder - Excelsior College N.Y.
Chantel Graham - ECPI Nursing
Takesha Hamilton - TCL
Raven Jamison - Ogeechee Technical College
Orville Keyes - TCL
Gabriel Maxwell - Prairie View A&M University
Endya Pagan - Fashion Institute of Technology
Nicole Phakati - Charleston Southern University
Samanta Sewell - Capella University
Elijah Sterling - Emory University
LaShona Wiggins - ECPI LPN

Gulfstream Aerospace West Michigan Aviation Academy Scholarship
Kyle Joseph-Ferrante Halquist - Bowling Green State University
Luke Koenigsknecht - University of Notre Dame
Benjamin Rich - Davenport University

Gulfstream Aerospace Youth Apprentice Scholarship
Thomas Curtis Faircloth - University of Georgia
Ivy Richburg - Georgia Tech
Daniel Vidal - Georgia Tech

Gulfstream Goldie Glenn Scholarship
Logan Wesley Brown - University of Georgia
Alexander Eubanks - Kennesaw State University
Matthew Lawrence Grant - Clemson University
Seth Thomas Holland - Georgia Tech
Andrew Huynh - UCLA
Sher Isada - Baylor University
Rebecca James - Mercer University
Stephanie Mendoza Jimenez - USC
Zachary Christian Kumpula - University of Georgia
Matthew Maloney - University of Florida
Mark Joseph III Mondt - University of Texas - Dallas
Kathy Nguyen - University of Georgia
Emma Schoenfeld - University of Florida
Faith Shupard - Clemson University
Victoria Tseng - Georgia Tech
Marina Van Sickle - Mercer University
Tu Vu - Georgia Tech
Kathryn Wyman - Liberty University

James L. Krum Memorial Scholarship
Olivia Allain - Clemson University
Jacob Bierman - Gettysburg College
Manny Chen - Clemson University
James L. Krum Memorial Scholarship cont.
Jaclyn Couch - University of South Carolina
Anna D'Amico - Belmont University
Sarah Makki DeLoach - Wake Forest University
Elizabeth Felix - University of Notre Dame
Hanna Giblin - College of Charleston
Mhakayla Haynes-Joseph - Howard University
Holly Huynh - University of South Carolina
Lindsay Hyer - Southern Virginia University
Helen Merideth Inglis - Emory University
Robert Iulo - MUSC
Caleb Kelly - College of Charleston
Holly Kerr - Clemson University
Thomas Knight - Georgia Tech
Karah Kurtz - Clemson University
Benjamin Joseph Likins - MUSC
Savannah Littlejohn - Wake Forest University
Karana Lobaugh - Columbia College Chicago
Meaghan Lyons - University of Notre Dame
Olivia Maclsaac - Clemson University
A'Nya Marshburn-Foushee - UNC-Chapel Hill
Justin Mlodzinski - University of South Carolina
Natalie Mlodzinski - Auburn University
Sara Muller - College of Charleston
Nicholas Myhre - College of Charleston
Ryan Nimmer - Georgetown University
Samantha Norton - Furman University
Kendall Ocello - University of South Carolina
Brennan O’Gorman - Georgia Tech
Maile Summer Paulmeier - Stanford University
Samantha Perkowski - Limestone College
Erica Porter - Virginia Tech - Treasurer
Rachel Riley - Furman University
David Robinson - Clemson University
Caroline Olivia Rose - Georgia Tech
Victoria Sulak - Winthrop University
Sophia Topping - University of South Carolina
Gabrielle Volz - College of Charleston
Kelsey Wallace - Clemson University
Zachary Waters - Liberty University
Caleb Watkins - Clemson University
Liliana Witkowski - Franciscan University of Steubenville

TidePointe Community Education Scholarship
Nnennaya Agwu - University of South Carolina
Regena Morris - TCL

Jack Ward Endowed Scholarship
Hannah Giblin - College of Charleston

Joan and Wade Webster Scholarship Program
Sarah Makki DeLoach - Wake Forest University
Chandler Edmonds - University of South Carolina
Mason Engler - Clemson University
Hanna Giblin - College of Charleston
Helen Merideth Inglis - Emory University
A’Nya Marshburn-Foushee - UNC-Chapel Hill
Isabel Muehleman - Georgia Tech
Lydia Michele Novak - Penn State University
Kendall Ocello - University of South Carolina
Emma Mae Pyle - Wofford College
Elizabeth Ann Sulak - University of South Carolina
Victoria Sulak - Winthrop University
Zachary Waters - Liberty University